
Simba Made For Peace and the 
accompanying film are a light-
hearted take on what our world 
could look like if we all got a good 
night’s sleep. We chose this analogy 
carefully as an impactful way to 
dramatise what could happen if we 
took lack of sleep to the extreme. 
The tone of our campaign isn’t 
serious, but the issues surrounding 
lack of sleep really are.

There is now overwhelming  
scientific evidence to suggest  
a good night’s sleep can improve 
your ability to react with reason 
and consideration to frustrating 
instances. And as a leading sleep 
tech brand, we genuinely believe 
in harnessing that evidence to 
help make the world a better 
place through the collective 
power of sleep. 

History is littered with examples 
of tired people reacting without 
thought to situations that 
probably could have been better 
solved with a clear, rested mind. 

The example we chose - the 
rational decision of Vasili 
Arkipov to prevent a devastating 
escalation of conflict during 
the Cuban missile crisis - is 
often referred to as the moment 
he saved the world. It’s our 
strong belief that the lessons 
we can learn from Vasili and the 
importance of calm decision 
making are as relevant now as 
they ever were. And that’s exactly 
what science links to sleep.

Made For Peace.The science of  
better sleep

simbasleep.com 

Sleep deprivation and the human brain

Sleep and emotion interact in a very real and 
very important way. Just one night of bad sleep 
can make the part of your brain that processes 
threats (the amygdala) react more aggressively. 

• The amygdala is the part of the brain responsible for detecting 
fear and recognising threats. It essentially emits our fight or 
flight response during stressful situations 

• Its influence over the rest of the brain is regulated by the medial 
prefrontal cortex (MPFC)

• The study referenced above discovered that in two groups  
(well rested and sleep deprived), there was a significantly larger 
amount of amygdala activity in those that were sleep deprived 
(up to 60% more activity!) when presented with negative stimuli

• Evidence suggested that one reason for this was a far stronger 
connection between the amygdala and the MPFC in the group 
that was well rested

• All pointing towards an “amplified, hyper-limbic response by 
the human amygdala to negative emotional stimuli under 
conditions of sleep deprivation”

• It concludes that this data offers “a neural foundation on 
which to consider hostile and non-optimal decision making in 
sleep-curtailed work personnel (for example military, aviation, 
medical), as well as circumstances of emotional irrationality in 
an increasingly sleep-deprived society”

Put simply - when you’re tired, your fight or flight response is up  
to 60% more likely to kick in. And if you work in a job where you’re 
responsible for others, that’s something worth exploring.

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2012/oct/27/vasili-arkhipov-stopped-nuclear-war
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2012/oct/27/vasili-arkhipov-stopped-nuclear-war
https://simbasleep.com/
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0960982207017836


Made for peace.

We’re not getting 
enough sleep
We recently conducted a study 
that revealed nearly half (44%) 
of Brits are getting just 6 hours 
of sleep or less a night, and only 
17%  get their recommended eight 
hours of rest.  

The effects of which are incredibly 
wide ranging. From damaging the 
global economy to an increased 
risk of death. 

So is it really so far-fetched for 
Simba to suggest that a good 
night’s sleep is an essential 
aspect of a more peaceful 
society? Not when you consider 
the overwhelming evidence. And 
with 80% of all Britons believing 
that the right mattress improves 
quality of life, there are real and 
ready solutions available to all of 
us to solve the sleep crisis. 

How sleep affects leadership
There is plenty of evidence that points to world and corporate 
leaders all surviving on a less than ideal sleep regime. And we feel 
strongly that highlighting that evidence through the lens of a light-
hearted campaign is a good way to expose the perils of consistently 
poor sleep patterns. Especially amongst those with power and 
responsibility to others.

To quote a Harvard Business Review article entitled  
Sleep well, Lead Better:

“ Sleep-deprived leaders were more impatient, 
irritable, and antagonistic, which resulted in 
worse relationships. We expected that this 
effect would diminish over time as people 
got to know each other, but it did not. Sleep 
deprivation was just as damaging at the end 
of the three months as it was at the beginning. 
However, the leaders were completely 
unaware of the negative dynamic.”

Further supporting articles:

• Tired CEOs are moody and distracted: Why business leaders need more sleep 
• What most leaders don’t understand about sleep 
• The effects of slee deprivation on emotional empathy
  “after a night of sleep deprivation participants were less emotionally empathetic than those who had slept, as well as those 

 participants retested during the same day. The effects were similar for both direct and indirect components of emotional  
 empathy. Our results indicate that a night of sleep loss impairs the ability to share the emotional state of others, which is an 
 important skill in everyday social interactions in both the workplace and personal life. “ (661)

• More about the amygdala: here , here and here
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https://www.telegraph.co.uk/health-fitness/body/microsleeps-epigenetic-confusion-happens-get-less-six-hours/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-38151180
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-38151180
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-38151180
https://reports.mintel.com/display/859451/?__cc=1)
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https://hbr.org/2018/09/sleep-well-lead-better
https://edition.cnn.com/2019/01/17/success/sleep-leaders-performance/index.html
https://blogs.wsj.com/experts/2017/11/28/what-most-leaders-dont-understand-about-sleep/
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1111/jsr.12192
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2882379/
https://www.tutor2u.net/psychology/reference/aggression-limbic-system
https://www.neuroscientificallychallenged.com/blog/know-your-brain-amygdala
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